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What is life-wide learning? 

✦ Enable students to learn in real contexts and authentic 

settings

✦ Helps students achieve the aim of whole-person 

development

✦ Develop their lifelong learning capabilities



Objectives 

✦ To foster the linkage between classroom learning and 

daily lives 

✦ To develop skills specific to communication and 

collaboration

✦ To learn to appreciate places in the city in order to 

promote positive values



✦ Secondary 1

✦ 35 students

✦ Highly motivated with a good learning attitude

✦ Language proficiency: Average

Tryout project



Implementation

Explicit teaching – Understanding the language

 Developing a good language foundation for English L2 learners 

Implicit teaching – Exploring and appreciating the place they visited

 Putting knowledge in long-term memory



Implementation

Stage 3: 

Visiting places 

Stage 2: 

Consultation

Stage 4: 

Presentation

Stage 1: 

Language input

Stage 5: 

Extended Writing 

Task



Stage 1:

Language input 

✦ Relevant readings

✦ Useful grammar items



Stage 1: Language Input
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Stage 1: Language Input

3. Use of which- and where-clauses to provide additional 

information



Stage 2: Consultation 

Select a place to visit

Allocate tasks in group



Stage 2: Consultation 

Writing storyboard and video script



✦ Visited the chosen place in groups;

✦ Shot and edited their video during the Easter holiday

Stage 3: 

Visiting places



Video



✦ Travel agents VS Tourists

Stage 4: Presentation

Stage 5 Extended writing task  

Encourage students 
to think from different 
perspectives... 



Learning outcome



✦ learnt about the city in an authentic setting

✦ applied grammar items in the extended writing 

task and exam

 linkage between classroom learning and daily lives
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 which- and where- clauses

 linkage between classroom learning 
and daily lives

Student’s work done in the Year-end Examination:



 Being able to appreciate the uniqueness of 

places

✦ Understood the unique features of different places

✦ Realised preferences of different tourists

 Being able to appreciate the uniqueness of 

places



Reflection



Effectiveness of life-wide learning? 

✦ brings positive impacts to students in learning

✦ helps students put their knowledge in long-term memory. 

✦ √ applied what they learnt in exam. 



Aspects to be improved in future

✦ Choice of places 

✦Language across curriculum

✦Extended Tasks

✦Pamphlet design competition? 

✦Assessment as learning

✦Peer evaluation



Thank you


